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Background
AgenTus Therapeutics is developing innovative allogenic adoptive cell therapies to target a novel class of neoantigens
called Phosphopeptide Tumor Targets (PTTs). These post-translational modification-based neo-antigens arise in tumor
cells through dysregulated kinase and phosphatase activities. PTTs represent one of the most promising cell therapy
targets, as they are shared within and between cancer indications. Using a mass-spectrometry-based approach that
analyzes MHC I-bound peptides, we have analyzed PTTs from several cancers. This approach allows us to survey the
TCR ligandome of tumor cells and healthy tissues.
Phospho-ligandome analysis identified the phosphopeptide EPRpSPSHSM presented by HLA*B07:02+ cancer cells in a
patient with Acute Myeloid Leukemia (AML). This phosphopeptide results from the phosphorylation of the Mixed Lineage
Leukemia-1 (MLL1) protein, a histone lysine methyl transferase that functions as a transcriptional regulator and has been
associated with tumorigenesis.

Figure 3. Discovery of agenT-04002, the first fully human PTT
specific TCR

Figure 5. Primary T cells expressing agenT-04002 TCR recognize
and kill multiple tumor lines in vitro

Figure 7. The AML blast cell population is specifically killed by
agenT-04002-engineered T cells
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Methods
Using proprietary platforms consisting of primary T cell expansion from the central compartment and a mammalian
display platform containing TCR α and β chain libraries from the expanded T cells, we isolated the first fully-human
PTT-specific TCR: agenT-04002. Functional characterization demonstrated that target recognition by agenT-04002 is
dependent on the phosphoseryl-moiety. Furthermore, agenT-04002 shows potent cytotoxic activity against numerous
human hematologic tumor cell lines in vitro and AML tumor control in vivo in a mouse xenograft model. Activated T cells
harboring the recombinant TCR display a pro-inflammatory phenotype in vitro and in vivo following tumor challenge.
Most importantly, when co-cultured with AML cancer cells from patients, agenT-04002 T cells specifically recognize
and kill tumor cells while sparing healthy myeloid cells.

Figure 1. Phosphopeptide Tumor Targets (PTTs) are unique
immunogenic cancer neo-antigens
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Figure 4. AgenT-04002: An HLA-B*07:02 restricted TCR highly
phosphopeptide specific
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in vitro activity of agenT-04002 against primary AML blast. A) Primary T cells expressing agenT-04002 or a control TCR are co-cultured with
primary AML samples for 16 to 20 hours. T cell activation indicated by the co-expression of CD25 and CD69 is then measured by flow cytometry (left Panels) and by cytokine analysis of the supernatant by multiplex profiling (right panel). B) AML blast cell lysis is measured by flow
cytometry. According to the cytopathology report, the phenotype of the AML population is CD33+, CD64+ and CD56+. Note the strong specific
decrease of the blast population (CD56+) compare to the healthy myeloid population (CD56-) when challenged with agenT-04002 but not with
the control TCR. C) Table summarizing AML patient samples challenged with agenT-040002. Three out of 4 patients samples tested elicit specific agenT-04002 T-cell activation.
in vitro activity of agent-04002 TCR. T cells from healthy donors were isolated, activated and transduced with lentivirus expressing agenT-04002.
Transduced T cells were expanded, and then cells were co-cultured for 16 to 20 hours with the indicated tumor lines, endogenously expressing or overexpressing HLA-B*07:02. A) T cell activation indicated by the co-expression of CD25 and CD69 is measured by flow cytometry (Left
panel). Cytokine secretion is measured by Luminex bed-based multiplex assay (right panel). Note the proinflammatory cytokine profile displayed by agenT-04002 T cells when challenged with KG1a tumor cells. B) Tumor cell lysis post-co-incubation with tumors is determined by
flow cytometry. Note the dose dependent cytotoxic activity of agenT-04002. C) Kmt2a mRNA level in tumor lines analyzed by QPCR.
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Figure 2. Mixed-Lineage Leukemia (MLL1): a proof-of-concept PTT
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Figure 6. AgenT-04002 effectively controls tumor growth in vivo
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AgenTus is targeting a novel class of neoantigens: phosphopeptide tumor targets (PTTs)
Using our optimized and proprietary screening platform, AgenTus identified the first fully-human
phosphopeptide-specific T-cell receptor, targeting MLL: agenT-04002.
The anti-MLL TCR agenT-04002 targets the EPRsPSHSM phospho-peptide bound to HLA-B*07:02
agenT-04002 displays strong activity against multiple tumor cell lines in vitro.
agenT-04002 controls tumor growth in vivo.
agenT-04002 delivers cytotoxic activity against primary AML tumor cells but not healthy myeloid
cells

Conclusions
AgenTus is developing the next generation of TCRs by targeting a unique class of neo-antigens with
multi-cancer potential. Our data demonstrate feasibility, specificity, and potency of PTT-specific TCRs.
Targeting PTTs across diverse cancers will enable us to have broader applicability of cellular therapies.
in vitro activity of agenT-04002 TCR. A) Schematic representation of in vitro studies used to analyze specificity of AgenTus TCR-engineered
T cells. T-cells from healthy donors were isolated, activated and transduced with lentivirus expressing agenT-04002. TCR expression is analyzed at day 7 by flow cytometry. T-cell cytotoxicity and activation is assayed between days 10 and 15. B) T2 cells expressing HLA-B*07:02 were
pulsed with EPRsPSHSM peptide at varied concentrations and co-cultured with either agenT-04002-transduced T-cells or non transduced
control T cells. Cytotoxicity of T2 target cells and upregulation of T-cell activation markers CD25 and IFNg were measured by flow cytometry.
(Doted lines represent the no peptide condition). C) T2 cells expressing either HLA-B*07:02 or HLA-A*02:01 were pulsed with 500 nM of phosphorylated or non-phosphorylated MLL EPRSPSHSM peptide. T2 cells were then co-cultured with transduced or control T-cells. Upregulation
of T cell activation markers CD25 and IFNg were measured by flow cytometry.

In vivo activity of agenT-04002 TCR. B. A preclinical humanized mouse model was established by subcutaneous injection of 106 AML tumor
cells KG1a overexpressing HLA-B*07:02 into NOG mice. Few days post-tumor implantation, control or agenT-04002 transduced T cells were
adoptively transferred by intravenous injection in the lateral tail vein into tumor-bearing mice. Tumor volumes were monitored by caliper
measurements twice per week (top panel). Tumor growth of individual mice in each group is represented on the right panels. Survival of mice
is shown in the bottom panel, where mice were euthanized when tumors exceeded 2000 mm3. ACT: Adoptive Cell Transfer. These findings
are representative of 3 similar studies.
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